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CUDDLE  
Level 3 

Goal: When hearing the word “Cuddle”, the dog goes to the person 

laying on the floor and uses their body in support. Eventually the dog will 

respond when the person falls on the floor when having a seizure. 

The position of the “Cuddle” will depend on the particular needs of the 

person. In some cases, the person needs the dog to lie on top of them or 

along their side during a seizure. The dog may rest their head on the 

person’s chest for reassurance. In other cases, the person needs the dog 

to lie against their back to keep them on the side and prevent choking. 

The dog will also need to learn to hold the behavior while the person 

makes jerky movements (seizure). For this training, it will be important to 

gather as much information as possible about the seizures (including 

video), so that you can replicate them and desensitize the dog to them. 

This behavior is meant to both protect the person from injuring themself 

and provide comfort. 

Material:  clicker, treats, mats & another handler 

 

TRAINING PLAN 

1.  Getting 

started: 

Luring or 

shaping   

There are two main techniques for this behavior: luring in position or 

shaping/targeting to a mat. If you’re going to use a target, the dog should already 

be fluent at lying on a mat (see “Bed”). 

Before starting, identify what position would be best for the person: 

1.     The dog lying on top of the person, either on the person’s mid-section 

(legs and stomach) and rest their head on the person’s chest or lie 

completely across the person’s body. 

2.     The dog lying along the side of the person with his/her head on the 

person’s chest, or 

3.     The dog lying behind the person supporting their back to prevent the 

person from choking on possible regurgitation. In some cases, the dog 

might need to push under the person’s back to help roll them on the side. 

The protocol described will be similar for all those positions, but you will need 

to adapt them accordingly. 

Position 1: 

-       Luring: Lie down on the floor. You can also ask another person to lie down 

while you work with the dog. With a treat in your hand, guide the dog in the 

desired position on top of you (or your assistant). This may take a little 

prompting as some dogs can be hesitant at first. Click and treat multiple times in 

position. Once the dog easily gets into position, gradually reduce the lure and 

start waiting for the dog to offer the behavior. 

Position 2: 

-       Luring: Lie down on the floor. With a treat in your hand, guide the dog in the 

desired position against your side. This behavior is easier to teach if the dog 
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already knows “visit” as your goal will be to encourage the dog to lie his/her 

head on your chest. Click and treat multiple times in position. Once the dog 

easily gets into position, gradually reduce the lure and start waiting for the dog 

to offer the behavior. 

-       Targeting/Shaping: Place the mat on the floor. Lie down on the edge of the 

mat or ask a helper to lie down. Click and treat for any movement towards the 

mat and gradually increase your criteria until the dog adopts the desired position. 

Position 3: You will need a helper for this position. 

-       Luring: Ask your helper to lie down on his/her side. With a treat in your 

hand, guide the dog in the desired position against your helper’s back, the dog’s 

head facing forward (in the same direction as the person lying on the floor). 

Click and treat multiple times when the dog gets in position. If there is any 

hesitation, you might need to reward for approximations of the behavior until the 

dog comfortably lies against the person’s back. Once the dog easily gets into 

position, gradually reduce the lure and start waiting for the dog to offer the 

behavior. 

- Targeting/Shaping: Place the mat on the floor. Ask your helper to lie down on 

his/her side, along the side of the mat. Click and treat for any movement towards 

the mat and gradually increase your criteria until the dog adopts the desired 

position.  

2.  Adding the cue Once the dog automatically offers the behavior, say the word “Cuddle” as the 

dog engages in the behavior. Click and treat for getting in position, then a few 

more times for maintaining the position. Release the dog out of the position with 

the word “Free”. Repeat 50-100 times. 

3.  Falling on the 

floor 

Walk around the room and fall on the floor (or ask your helper). Give the dog 

the cue “Cuddle”. Click and treat for getting in position. If the dog is hesitant at 

first, look for ways to reduce the fall. You can start from being on your knees, 

stand in place and go down in slow motion, etc… You might also place the mat 

on the floor at first and fall right next to it. Until you can suddenly fall on the 

floor. 

After 10-20 repetitions, wait before giving the verbal cue and give the dog a 

chance to offer the behavior on their own.  

4.  Building 

duration  

Repeat the steps above while gradually increasing the duration of the behavior. 

The dog needs to maintain the position until the person recovers. In a live event, 

this can take 1-3 minutes, sometimes up to 5 minutes. 

5.  Introducing 

jerky 

movements 

As soon as you fall on the floor, start making jerky movements. Start very 

slowly at first as the dog will likely be hesitant. You can also let the dog get in 

position first, then start making movements, while heavily treating for 

maintaining the position. Very gradually increase the intensity of your 

movements until you can fully reproduce a seizure.  

6.  Building 

distractions 

Gradually increase the level of distractions. Think of anything that could be a 

distraction to the dog, like people and dogs at a distance, toys on the floor, etc.  

7.  Generalization  Repeat the previous steps in different locations, like different rooms, outside, 

etc.  

8.  Fluency Gradually increase the level of difficulty until the dog gets into a “Cuddle” 

position anytime you fall on the floor and make jerky movements, in any 

condition and in different locations. Start randomly falling as if having a seizure. 

 

CONGRATULATIONS! If you’ve come this far, you have taught the dog a solid “Cuddle” response. 


